Expeditions Award Chart
Participation Certificate
Description:





Award Type: 8.5 X 11” certificate
Cost: $0.00 each
Awarded For: This award is given to those any who participate in
the program at your church this year.
A PDF version of this certificate would be emailed to you upon
your request. You can then choose any colored paper or patterned
paper (i.e. marbled pattern) to print them out on.

Training Camp Ribbon
Description:





Award Type: 8 inch blue ribbon, with white or gold writing.
Cost: $0.35 each
Awarded For: This award is given to those who complete their
boot camp booklet for this year.
Text on these ribbons would read: “Boot Camp Award.” The
ribbon also includes the Expeditions logo, and a compass logo.

Sample Ribbon Shape and Design

Expedition Medal
Description:




Award Type: 2 3/8 inch gold medal with gold background and
black writing.
Cost: $2.80 each
Awarded For: This award is given to those who complete their
Expedition Book for this year. Please note that the logo and medal
would reflect the current year’s expedition, not the India
Expedition as seen in this sample.

Sample Medal Shape and Design

(Continue to the next page…)

Review Medal
Description:




Award Type: 1 3/4 inch gold medal with gold background and
black writing.
Cost: $2.40 each
Awarded For: This award is given to those who complete their
Review portion at the end of the Expedition Book for this year.
Please note that the logo and medal would reflect the current
year’s expedition, not the India Expedition as seen in this sample.

Sample Medal Shape and Design

Beyond Book Medals
Description:






Award Type: 2 3/4 inch gold medal with gold background and
black writing.
Cost: $2.80 each
Awarded For: This award is given to those who complete one of
the Beyond Books. There is a specific medal for each of the Beyond
Books in the program.
If a child completes more than one beyond book in a year, such as
the Outer Space Expedition and the Blazing Desert Expedition for
example, then they would receive one appropriate medal for each
of the beyond books that they complete.

Sample Medal Shape and Design

Best Class Medal
Description:




Award Type: 1 3/4 inch gold medal with gold background and
black writing.
Cost: $2.40 each
Awarded For: For churches using our class competition sheets
(see the divider in your commander’s notebook) one of these
medals is given to each child in the class or age group who has
shown the best participation throughout the year in bringing
Bibles, books, shirts, visitors, and participating in the fun/theme
nights of the year.

Sample Medal Shape and Design

(Continue to the next page…)

Explorer Medal
Description:




Sample Medal Shape and Design



Award Type: 1 3/4 inch gold medal with gold background and
black writing.
Cost: $2.40 each
Awarded For: This optional award can be given out to the
children who stood out above the others in their classroom. We
suggest you give this award out for one of the following three
reasons:
o You can give this award to the child in each class who
completed the most material for the year (i.e. went the
farthest in their books).
o In promoting outreach, you can give this award to those
who brought the most visitors to your club throughout the
year.
o You can give this award as a Christian example type of
award for those who in each class or age group who had
model attendance, participated in every aspect of club, and
had an attitude that you want other to mimic.
We do recommend that you choose only one of these three reasons
each year. Choosing all three reasons can lead to some confusion
on what needs to be done to earn the award. Besides, by not
knowing exactly which reason you are going to be giving the award
for each year, this will encourage the kids to be doing all three of
these activities in your church.

Explorer Trophy
Description:



Picture not
available
at this
time

Award Type: 12 inch trophy.
Cost: $8.85 each
Awarded For: This trophy is awarded to the child who completes
at least four of the Beyond books in the Expeditions program.

